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First of all, a congratulations are in order.

Yes, for you!

You’re taking a huge step in for your business—investing in 
education, growth and the future of your art.

In my brand mentorship, we’ll talk about more than taking photos—
we focus on how we can develop your unique ability as an artist 
and leverage it to stand out in your market in support of 
brands that inspire you.

Sounds like fun, yes?

Let’s get started. In the following pages, you’ll find info on:
—How we’ll work together
—What you’ll learn, and how you can tell me what you 
WANT to learn
—How we’ll strategize the action steps you’ll take after your 
workshop day
—The continued support you’ll receive from me in growing your 
skills as an artist and a businessperson.

Let’s get the party started (champagne is totally encouraged)!

xx
Courtney Paige
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Pre-Workshop

I want to know all about you!

I’ll send you a workbook to complete before our 
workshop day with lots of questions, including:

YOU:
—What made you interested in photography?
—What kind of subject brings you to life when 
you’re photographing it?
—Why are you interested in brand photography?
—What’s unique about your own brand and services?

YOUR BUSINESS:
—What was your revenue last year?
—What is your revenue year-to-date?
 —What are your current offerings and prices?
—What do you want to be charging?

YOUR FUTURE:
—When you look back on your life and your 
career, what does it look like? Do you have a house, 
a family, an island, etc.?
—What are the major achievements you 
want to reach?

It’s totally FINE if you don’t know the answers to some 
of these questions—that’s what your 1:1 workshop is 
for, to find these answers. First, I need a baseline, an 
idea of where we’re starting.
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Business 1:1 Workshop Details

You KNOW you’ve got what it takes, but you’re stuck. You’re scared. You’re unsure of what the next step should 
be. But I know this—It’s time for you to shine. Here’s what you need to know. How to:

BUSINESS
—Create your own brand that shines 
—Refine your offerings and price them in alignment with your skillset
—Build out projections for your future pricing and profits
—Where to invest your money and what to avoid
—Develop the elevator pitch for your business
—Sell your packages: What you need to say and how you need to say it in order to close
—Create a seamless client experience + encourage brand cheerleaders for your business: What brands 
need from you to feel successful in their photo shoot
—Systems and workflow to keep your backend easy and flowing
—The tough days: How to handle difficult conversations with clients, set boundaries and stick to them

 PHOTOGRAPHY
—Brand photography portfolio review + critique
—Shooting + composition skills—shooting for brands vs. everything else
—Create a comprehensive shot list for brands that covers all their needs
—Find + promote your niche as an artist for your ideal brands

GROWTH
 —Solve the three MAJOR mistakes that most photographers make that squash growth in business
—Identify your SECRET SAUCE and leveraging it to dominate your market 
—Market your business to stand out in your industry
—Reach your ideal audience and client, and what to say to them when you do
—Connect with your audience to turn them into inquiring clients
—Hire a team and how to choose the right support system
—Network and build relationships that last and refer business to you
—Present your business so you stand out in a crowded market 
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Workshop Details

We’ll cover EVERYTHING that’s included in the 
Business 1:1 Workshop, PLUS a photo shoot with  
a brand where you will:

—Put into play the skills we discussed during your 
business 1:1 workshop
—Meet with a brand to interview them and 
understand what they need as a business in terms of 
imagery and support from their creative teams
—Photograph a brand shoot while you’re tethered for 
live critique + review of images
—Lighting: How to achieve the lighting + mood you 
AND your brand clients want

PEOPLE + PORTRAITS + PRODUCTS
—Posing with purpose and how to create natural, 
beautiful moments that your clients are craving
—Learning how your clients like to be photographed 
so they love themselves in photos
—Services vs. Products: Determining the type of 
brand photos that your client needs
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Post-Workshop
There’s a lot of information that you’ll gain from this 
workshop, and I’ll be there to help you integrate it into 
your business.

After your workshop, you’ll have three 1-hour 
follow-up Skype sessions to ask any questions 
and talk through any hiccups you’re 
experiencing in, well, figuring it all out.

My goal is to give you continued support because 
I want you to excel and thrive as much as you do.

Our follow-up call will be scheduled 1-week, 1-month 
and 6-months after your workshop date. 

Plus, within that first week, you’ll be able to email me 
any questions you have and I’ll respond with full 
answers within 24 hours.
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FAQs

Can I use the photos I take at the workshop in my 
portfolio?

Yes! You’ll be able to use your workshop photos in 
your portfolio and on social media. You must include 
“Photographed at the Courtney Paige Ray workshop” 
in your captions and near the image.

Can I share the photos I took at the workshop with 
the brand we photographed?

To avoid viewer confusion, I’ll be providing the brand 
with images for their own use. They are participating 
in this shoot based on being able to use my images, 
and it confuses their audience to see two different 
sets of photos of the same subject, especially when 
there are two different photo credits involved. So, no, 
you’re not able to share the photos with the brand. 
However, I do encourage you stay in contact with 
them and practice relationship-building.

How long + where is the workshop?
The business 1:1 workshop is 1-day, and can be done 
either in person or via Skype session. The additional 
photography 1:1 workshop is a second day that can 
be added to your mentorship. We typically do this in 
Los Angeles, but I’m happy to fly out to you.
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Cost Details
Here we go! I know this is the big question everyone 
has, but remember: Your business + your future are 
worth investing in.

Business 1:1 Workshop (1-day) 
$1500

Business + Photography 
1:1 Workshop (2-day) 

$2500
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So what’s next?

Get in touch! Email me with two simple words—
”I’m in!”—and we’ll get the party started.

If you’ve got more questions, please email me at 
hello@courtneypaigeray.com, and we’ll schedule 
a time to talk.

Thank you for your interest in my brand photography 
mentorship! I hope we get to work together; I love 
to see photographers grow and thrive in our creative 
field. 

Thank you, friend!

xx

Courtney Paige


